Role of the lateral and medial hypothalamus in the reproduction of the motoric reaction which is a signal during the development of classical conditioned reflexes.
It has been demonstrated in experiments on three dogs that test electrostimulation of the lateral hypothalamus reproduces the motoric reaction which is the signal stimulus during the development of classical alimentary CR (83%) and does not reproduce it during the development of classical defensive CR (93%). The test electrostimulation of the medial divisions of the hypothalamus, like the electrostimulation of the LH, reproduces the "signal" motoric reaction, but in a smaller percent of cases (62%), during the development of classical alimentary CR, and does not reproduce it during the development of classical defensive CR. The reproduction of the signal motoric reaction during the electrostimulation of the LH is associated with the activation of a backward conditioned connection from the motivational structures of the hypothalamus to the representation of the signal stimulus in the motor cortex.